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Please include all comments for the authors in this box rather than uploading your report as an attachment. Please only upload as attachments annotated versions of manuscripts, graphs, supporting materials or other aspects of your report which cannot be included in a text format.

Please overwrite this text when adding your comments to the authors.

The manuscript is well written and the objectives and the conclusions are clear and appealing. It certainly deserves publication; however, before accepting it for publication, there are few issues which should be replied:
1. The title should not include the phrase longitudinal, merely following it up after a period of 8 months doesn't make the study longitudinal.
2. Please write the full form of BME- Black minority ethnicity/ethnic.
3. The references showing website or web references should have date when you saw that website.
4. Please discuss in discussion section that how this method of assessing the nutritional status is at par with the anthropometric and other acceptable methods of assessment.

There is no technical flaw in the study and after addressing these minor points, it deserves publication.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes
Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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